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Category& Language Development

Titles "The Test of Cognition"

Authors Estelle L. Fryburg

Age Ranges Primary

Description of Ii.struments

Purpose - To evaluate a child's receptive and expressive language
ability

Date of Construction - 1972

Physical Description - The development of the test rests upon the belief
that all beginning school instruction is dependent upon the
child's ability to derive meaning from and respond to the oral
language of the teacher. The author anticipates that the
instrument will contribute to present knowledge concerning
the language development of both standard and non-standard
English speakers, explore the relationships of language develop-
ment to reading achievement, provide a description of the
language-reading relationship observed among middle- and
lower-class children of normal and retarded intellectual
development, and serve as a diagnostic procedure to detect and
prevent reading difficulties. The test is individually
administered in approximately 30 minutes. A separate sitting
is recommended for each of the four subtests related to auditory
perception, visual perception, syntactic patterning, and
drawing. A content outline with illustrative items followss

I. Auditory Perception

A. Perception of Minimal Pairs

1. Recognition of Vowel Differences (pin-pen)
2. Recognition of Differences between Initial and

Final Paired Consonants (three-free)
3. Comparison of Medial Consonants (meshing-messing)

B. Repetition of Auditory Stimuli

1. Digits (4 - 7 - 3)
2. Nonsense Syllables (tepper)
3. Words (valley)
4. Phrases (a glass of milk)
5. Sentences (She has five cents to spend.)



II. Visual Perception

A. Similarities

B. Differences

("Which one is the smallest?")

("Which one does not belong?")

("Which one does not look like the others?")

OM,

13 B

1

C. Numerical Analogies

("Which one has the same number?")

A B



D. Missing Parts

E. Visual Perception of Words

("Show me the group of letters that is a word.")

3

A

ptay play

C

/AO

D

layp

III. Auditory and Visual Perception - Syntactic Screening

A. Receptive

B. Expressive

(Examples on pages 4, 5, and 6.)

IV. Visual - Kinesthetic

A. Drawing Figur (circle)

S. Human Figure Dr wing
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The Test of Cognition

III. Auditory and Visual Perception

Syntactic Screening

SAY TO THE PUPIL:

Receptive: I am going to tell you about some pictures I shall show you. (Say a
sentence for each picture. e.g. The man has a ball. etc.) Point to the
picture I tell you about. (Say one sentence at a time, as the child indicates
which picture is being referred to.)

Demonstrate all the receptive pictures first. The asterisk which follows one of the
pairs of sentences should be elicited first from the child.)
Score: 1 for each correct indication, 2 if both are correct.

Expressive: Now I shall tell you about some other pictures, and when I point to
the picture, you will tell me what I told you about the picture. (Say each
of the sentences. Then the sentence with the asterisk is elicited from the
child first. The examiner points to the picture, and the child tells about
the picture.)

Score: 1 for each correct repetition, 2 if both sentences are correct. No errors.
Errors include omissions, substitutions, additions, changes in words or in
order of words, but not contractions, e.g. we're for we are.

Receptive Expressive

1. The truck is on the table.
The truck is under the table.*

2. The girl is standing.*
The girl is not standing.

3. The girl sees the boy.
The girl sees the boys.*

4. The dog sees himself.*
The dog sees the shelf.

5. The wagon hits the train.
The train hits the wagon.*

6. This is a mother bird.*
This is Mother's bird.

7. The boy walked.
Tne boy walks.*

8. Has John finished lunch?*
John has finished lunch.

9. This is my coat.*
That is my coat._

10. The man shows the boy the dog.
The man shows the dog the boy.*

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

The boy is drinking.*
The boy is not drinking

The ball is behind the chair.
The ball is under the chair.*

The dog chases the cat.*
The cat chases the dog.

The cat sees the bird.
The cat sees the birds.*

The man washes himself.*
The man washes the shelf,

01.11

This is a baby elephant.
This is Baby's elephant.*

The girl skipped.*
The girl skips.

The book is on the shelf.
Is the book on the shelf?*

That is my ball.*
This my ball.

The mother brings the brother the
sister.*
The mother brings the sister the
brother,



The Test of Cognition

XIX. Auditory and Visual Perception - Syntaotio Screening

A. Receptive

...........
.11.

Item 1.

..11./..111..



The Test of Cognition

III. Auditory and Visual Perception - Syntactic Screening

B. Expressive

Item 3



Validity, Reliability and Normative Data:

The instrument was piloted with lower- and middle- socioeconomic-class
boys and girls in regular New York City public school classrooms. It
was also used with seventh, eighth, and ninth grade reading disabled
children of mixed socioeconomic levels at a university'reading clinic.
Elementary and secondary children identified as socially maladjusted
and emotionally disturbed who were in spec:al education programs were
also administered the test. In regular classes in the public school,
the instrument discriminated between children who give evidence of
learning disability and children lo were progressing in normal patterns.
At the learning disabilities climc, the instrument was able to indicate
specific areas of weakness. When teaching was directed to strengthen
these areas, progress was evidenced. A scoring guide, a literature
review, and a description of data analyses now in progress related to
content validity, construct validity, and reliability are available
from ERIC.

Ordering Information:

EDRS

Related Documents:

A more recent test based on "The Test of Cognition" is being developed
by the author.



The Test of Cognition

The Nature and Purpose of the Test

PERMISSION TO REPRODUCE THIS
COPYRIGHTED MATERIAL SY MICRO
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Bstello L. Fryburg
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FURTHER REPRODUCTION OUTSIDE
THE ERIC SYSTEM REQUIRES PERM'S
SION OF THE COPYRIGHT OANER "

Estelle L. Fryburg, Ph.D.

The tent is designed to evaluate the cognitivtdp t oning of
Children in tasks which are related to mastery ofiatTei'm ematical
skills. 'Its purpose is to provide an evaluative'tcale r children
who do not perform on standardized group tests in order to identify
a child's current level of functioning.

Language Evaluation
ittaatiloaAnsLytakajpercetualFulinoftheaild

This test is administered to each child individually by the teacher.
The child participates in the testing and is given the opportunity to
demonstrate his ability to perform at each of the tasks.

The test takes approximately 30 minutes to complete.

NOTE:

Some children may not be able to direct attention to the tasks for
the required time. It is suggested that sittings be scheduled as
follows:

First sitting: Auditory Perception

Second sitting: Visual Perception

Third sitting: Syntactic Patterning

Fourth sitting: Drawing

Before administering the tests, the examiner should be familiar with
all of the directions and with each test itself.



The Test of Cognition .2.

DIRECtIONQI10)1 AWI _ISTMEG!

The test is to be administered to each pupil individually.

Before beginning the testing, ask the child his name
and his birthdate. Indicate his ability to respond by marking
the record form with a "C" if he is able to respond, or an °X"
if he is unable to responde

The directions should be road to the pupil verbatim. If
there seems to be any misunderstanding, the directions may be
repeated or explained, but no help should be given on specific)
items.

The examiner should have a test booklet and an answer
sheet to record the pupil's responses.

I. 'Auditory Peroeption

THZ PUPILI

I am going to read some words to you - two
words at a time. I want you to tell me whether
the words are the same or different. Remember,
if the two words are exactly the same, you say
'yes.' If they are not exactly the same, you say
'no.'

Let's try a few pairs for practice.

Man - man. Did X say the same words or two
different words? Wait for the pupil to respond.

Let's try another one.

Hat - pat. Did I say the same word or two
different words?

Be certain that the child understands the
concept of the same and different.

The examiner should enunciate clearly and
speak at a moderate rate.

Mark'"C" on the answer sheet correct.
Mark "X" on the answer sheet incorrect.



The Test of Cognition -3-

I. Auditory Perception (maximum 30 points)

A. Auditory Perception of minimal Pairs

Recogntion of Vowel Differencps

1. fed fed 6. time Tom,
2. pin pen 7. steer stare
3. main men 8. new new
4. mad men_, 9. tour tore
5. boy boy__ 10. book balk

(10 points)

*Mamma..

Recognition f Differences Between
Initial and Final Paired Consonant Sounds (10 points)

1. three free 6. their they
2. ran. ran 7. missed missed
3. it's it 8. lake ba e
4 your you 9, tool too
5. moon no 10. I'll I'll

omDarison of MedialQonaonants (10 points)

1. mother mother 6.
2. meshing messing, 7.

sending sending 8.
taking taping 9.

5. telling telling 10.

tested tested
walked walked
nothing nothing
wanting walking
testing

B. Repetition of Auditory Stin,ulii (maximum 25 points)

1. Digits (5 points)

adIX.2,1LTLLPUPILS

I am going to say a number. Say
exactly what I say. Listen, say "2."

nark
Vark

OC H

"X"
on the.answer sheet if correct.
on the answrn: sheet if incorrect.

a.
b.
c.
d.
e,

4 -'7
6 -
4-

4

3.

7

- 1

- 8
3

3
- 5

8
- 9
- 5
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2, Nonsense Syllables (5 points)

altYTATILIZEThi

I am going to say some sounds. Say
exactly what I say. Listen, say "taps"

Mark "0" on the answer sheet if aorroot.
Mark "X" on the answer sheet it inoorredt.

a. wep
b. topper
0 I /Ur*eri
d. flutteringly
e. tifferinglier

3. Words (5 points)

DAY O InTbrumo

I am going to say some words. Say
exactly what I say. Listen, say "boy."

Mark "C" on the answer sheet if oorreot.
Mark "X" on the answer sheet if incorrect.

=1

a. girl
b. mother
c. neighbor,
dk valley
e. armadillo

Phrases (5 points)

sAy'To Tim puma

I am going to say groups of words. Say
exactly what I say. Listen, say "a pretty girl':

Mark "C" on the answer sheet if correct.
Mark "X" on the answer sheet if inoorreot.

a. a glass of milk
b. goihg home later
o. a yellow sehool bus
d. the boy with the blue sweater
e. the door with the exit sign.
"Sentences (5 points)

s

I am go ng to say some sentences. Say
exactly what I say. Listen, say "He runs."

Mark "C" on the ^.swer sheet if correct.
Mark "X" on the answer sheet if incorrect,

a. The boy walked fast.
b. She has five cents to spend,
os My sister May is going to come home.
d, Tell him to come into the room,
e. I promise to try to do it.
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III Visual Perception (Maximum 50 points)
A. Similarities (20 points)

Point to the picture on the left and say,
"Now show me the one over here (gesture toward
the items on the right) that looks just like this one.

r x0
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A B C D

1---------6
B C D

........., Aui.....,

E. .............

Kum

10

61ue seem') la lac k trec 61 ue

11H

A B C D

[m...1
............. I1

1.2

13EOW 1

A B C D

EWo WEo EOw OEW



The Test of Cognition
Similaritts

14

15

tx6
A

16

17

C D

C D

on on no en en
A

saw was saw aws swa

+hey The 4hey ern -then
19

did
20

,
bid beci dui

MOON.V. 0,0 Ar. *wa 4.....0 4.0.0W .M1, FeaM. Aft.1 ..*.aOrro,.,......

said side siad sicia said
111.. ../- .. mow or. 8.0



The Toot of Cognition

II. Visual Perception W

B. Difforoncos

Point to tho pieturoFt and say
"Now show mo the one ovor hero (gosturo toward
the items on right) that is tho'bizzost ono.

Example
C D

0
A B C

A

Point to the pictures, and say,
"Now show no the one over horn (gesture toward
the items on right) that is the gmtalest one.



The Test of Cognition
Differences

Point to the pictures in each item and say,
"Three of these belong together, One does
not belong. Show me which one does not belong
with the others.

Example

1.

WI R.O. NI" yib .0 is 11.

6,3
a I I /Pm .= //I ei " BM I I I MI 1



The Test of Cognition -1G-
Differenoes

"Point to the pictures in each item, and say,
"Now, show me which one of these does not look
like the others."

3.1 A C

12 A B

13 C

A B
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0* Numerical Analogieu (5 points)
Point to the picture on the left and say,
"Now show me the one over here (gesture toward the
items on the right) that has the same number as this one."

Example

1

'Cr

B

0

C
D

/21.

A

0

0

3 A B C

4

en IMMO

411110

A B C

C D
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D, Missing Parts (5 points)
Point to the picture on the left and say,
"Now point to the one over here (gesture toward
the items on the right) which belong to this one."

em.



EXAMPLE'

The Test of Cognition -13-

E, Visual Perception of Words (5 points)

2a_111.U.EMPILI

Show me the group of letters which is a word.
Point to the words in the example.

big gig biig
01,11.11.1.114010111.01111011411111.11.1...1101.1111111.

1
A

pag

D

nouse house honse touse

3

A

cam

A

pt ay

B C

came cawe

D

elm)

B

play

C

pig layp

14.

A

went

B

ment

5

A

wnere

B

where

weht went

C D

wkere wkere
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i.t. Auditory and Visual Perception

Syntactic Screening (40 points)

''Y TO THE PUPIL:

Pcps.: I am going to tell you about some Pictures I shall show you. (Say a sentence for
each picture. e.g. The man has a ball. etc.) Point to the picture I tell you
about. (Say one sentence at a time, as the child indicates which picture is
being referred to.)

Demonstrate all the receptive pictures first The asterisk which follows one of the pairs
of sentences should be elicited first from the child.)
Score: 1 for each correct indication, 2 if both are correct.

Expressive: Now I shall tellyou about some other pictures, and when I point to the picture,
you will tell me what I told you about the picture. (Say each of the sentencs.
Tt'en the sentence with the asterisk is elicited from the child first. The
examiner points to the picture, and the child tells about the picturt.;

1 for each correct repetition, 2 if both sentences are correct. ,No errors. Errcrc

include omistions, substitutions, additions, changes in words or in order of words,
but not contractions, e.g. we're for we are.

tier eptivt

. The truck is on the table.
the truck is under the table-7-

7. The girl is standing.*
The girl is not standing.

The girl sees the boy.
ihe girl sees the boys.*

4. The dog sees himself.*
The dog sees the shelf.

5. The wagon hits the train.
The train hits the wagon.*

his is a mother bird.*
'h s is Mother's bird.

The boy walked.
boy walks.*

John finished lunch?*
john has finished lunch.

This is my coat.*
That is my coat.

10 The shows the boy the dog.
The man shows the dog the boy.1----

Expressive

1, The boy is drinking.*
The boy is net drinking.

2. The ball is behind the chair.
The ball Is under the chair.*

3. The dog chases the cat.*
The cat chases the dog.

4. The cat sees the bird.
The cat sees the birds.7

5. The man washes himself.*
The man washes the sleelf.

6. This is a baby elephant.
This is Baby's elephant.*

7. The girl skipped.*
The girl skips.

8. The book is on the shelf.
Is the book on the shelf?*

9. That is my ball.*
This is my ball.

10. The rother brings the brother the
sister.*
The moth-J-5%gs the sister the
brother.
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The Test of Cognition

IV. Visual Kinethetic

A. Drawing Geometric Figures (maximum 9 points)

The examiner has three 3 x 5 cards.
One card has a circle. 3

One card has a square. 3

One card has a diamond. 3

Each figure is to be presented to the child separately.
On a blank sheet of paper the child is directed to copy
the design. All three designs are to appear on one
sheet of paper.

SAY TO THE PUPIL:

Look at this picture. Now make one just like mine
on your paper.

B. Drawing a Figure

Direct the child to turn over the paper on which he had
drawn the geometric figures. Have a'boy draw a picture
of a boy and a girl draw a picture of a girl.

SAY TO THE PUPIL:

I want you to make a picture of a boy (or girl). Be
sure to make a picture of the whole boy .(or girl).
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Pupils

Grades

The Test of Cognition

summary of Scores

SC.IZOrt.4iCCI

T. Auditory Perception (Maximum 30 points)

A. Perception of Minimal Pairs pore
1. Recognition of Vowel Differences (10)
2. Recognition of Differences Between

Initial and Final Paired Consonants(10)
3. Comparison of Medial Consonants (10)

Total Score,

Repetition of Auditory Stimulii (Maximum 25 points)
1. Digits
2. Nonsense Syllables M ....-

.

3. Words 165/ _____
4. Phrases (9 ......-
5. Sentences (5

Total Scores

II. Visual Perception (Maximum 50 points)

A. Similarities
, .....

B. Differences (15
C. Numerical Analogies (5 ..._.
D. Missing Parts 5?
E. Visual Perception of Words (5)

Total Scores

III. Auditory and Visual Perception
Syntactic Screening (Maximum 40 points)

A. Receptive
2(0)B. Expressive

Total Scores

IV. Visual-Kinesthetic (Maximum 29 points)

A. Drawing Figures (Maximum 9 points)
Circle 3)
Square
Diamond 3

Total Scores

B. Human Figure Drawing (Maximum 20 points)

Total Scores

TOTAL SCOREs
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%

Examiner's Record
Pupil

Pupil: Responded: Sex:
Pupil

Grade: Responded:
Pupil

Birth Date: Responded:

I. Auditory

A.

Perception (Maximum 30 points)

AuditQry Perception of Minimal Pairs
Mark °C" if correct
Mark "X" if incorrect

Recognition of Vowel Di fferences (10)
1. fed fed 6. time Tom
2. pin pen 7. steer stare
3. main men 8. new new
4. boy boy 9. tour tore
5. mad men 10. book balk

Score:
Recognition of o-Differences Between

Initial, and Final PairQd Consonant Sounds (10)
I. three free 6. their they
2. ran ran 7. missed missed______________
3. it's it 8. take bake
4. your you 9. tdol too
5. moon noon 10. I'll I'll

Score:
Comparison of Medial Consonants (10)

1. mother mother 6. testa- tested
2. meshing messing 7. walked walked

sending
-.........,

8. nothing nothing3. sending
4. taking taping 9. waiting waking
5. telling telling 10. testing tessing

- Score:
- B. Repetition of Auditory Stimulii (Maximum 25 points)

Mark "C" if correct TOTAL SCORE:
Mark "X" if incorrect

1. Digits (5)

a. 4 - 7
b. 6 - 4-- 1
c . 4- 2 - 1 -
d . 3.1- 8 -5 -9'
e. 4 - 7 - 3 - 8 - 5

2. Nonsense Syllables (5)

a. wep
b. tepper
c. luppering
d. flufferingly
e. tifferinglier

Score

Score



Level II Examiner's Record -2-

3. Words (5)

a. girl
b. mother
c. neighbor
d. valley
e. armaciiiro-

4. Phrases (5)

a. a glass of milk
b. going home later

4)c. a yellow school bus
d. the boy with the blue sweater
e. thedoor with" im exit sign'

t. Score:

Score:

5. Sentences (5)

a. The boy walked fast.
b. She has five'cents tiPiTend,
c. My sister Mary is going to come home.
d. Tell him,to come into the room.
e. I promise to try to do it.

-tcore:

TOTAL SCORE:

II. Visual Perception (Maximum 50 points)

A. Similarities (20) et
Circle the letter the child indicates.

1. A B C 0
2, A B C D
3. A 8 C 0
4. A B C D
5. A B C D
6. A B C D
7. A B C D
8. A 6 C 0
9. A B C ' D
10. A B C 0
11. A B C 0
12. A B C D
13. A. B C .1)
14. A 8 C D
15. A B C D
16. A B C . D
17. A B C D
18. A B C D
19. A B C D
20. B C D

,

Score:

tar



Level 11 Examiner's Record -3-

B. Differences (15)
Circle the letter the child indicates.

1. A B C D

2. A B C D
3. 4114 B C 0
4. A 8 C D
5. A B C 0
6. A 8 C D
7. A B C 0
8. A B C D
9. A B C D

10. A B C D
11. A B C D
12. A B C D
13. A B C D
14. A B C 0
15. A B C 0

Numerical Analogies (5)

ircle the letter the child indicates.

5.

Missing Parts (5)

Circle the letter the child indicates

1. A B C D
2. A 8 C D

3. A 8 C D
4. A B C D
5. A B C D

E. Visual Perception of Words
Circle the letter the child indicates

1. A B
2. A B
3. A B

4. A

C D p
C 0

Score:

Score:

Score:

Score:

TOTAL SCORE:
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III. Auditory and Visual Perception

Syntactic Screening

SAY TO THE PUPIL:

Receptive: I am going to tell you about some pictures I shall show you.
(Say a sentence for each picture on the demonstration page,
e.g., the man has a ball, etc.) Point to the picture I tell
you about. (Say one sentence at a time, as the child in-
dicates which picture is being referred to).

(Demonstrate all the receptive pictures first. The asterisk which follows
one of the pairs of sentences should be elicited first from the child.)
Score: 1 for each correct indication, 2 if both are correct.

Expressive: Now I shall tell you about some other pictures, and when I
point to the picture, you will tell me what I told you about
the picture. (Say each of the sentences. Then the sentence
with the asterisk is elicited from the child first. The ex-
aminer pOints to the picture, and the child tells about the
picture.)

Score: 1 for each correct repetition, 2 if both sentences are correct.
No errors. Errors include omissions, substitutions, additions,
changes in words or in order of words, but not contractions,
e.g., we're for we are.

Receptive 'expressive

1. The truck is on the table._____ 1. The boy is drinking.*
The truck is under the table.*_ The boy is not drinking.

. 2. The girl is standing.*
The girl is not standing.

3. The girl sees the boy.
The girl sees the boys.*

4. The .dog sees himself.* 4.
The dog sees the shelf.

5. The wagon hits the train.
The train hits the wagon.* 5'

6. This is a mother bil,2.k
This is Mother's biro.

2. The ball is behind the chair.
The ball is under the chair.*

3. The dog chases the cat.*
The cat chases the dog.

The cat sees the bird.
The cat sees the birds.*

The man washes himself.*

7. The boy walked.
The boy walks.*

8. Has John finished lurch?*
John has FinishA lunch.

9. This is my coat.*
That is my coat.

The man washes the

6. This is a baby elephant.
This is Baby's elephant.*

7. The girl skipped.*
The girl skips.

8. The.book is on the shelf.
Is the book on the shelf ?

9. That is my ball.*
This is my ball.

10. The man shows the boy the
dog.

The man shows the Jog the
boy.*

10. The mother brings the brother the
sister.*
The mother brings the sister the
brother.
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IV. Drawing

12iteStiol'Scorth:

A. Drawing Geometric Figures (Maximum 9 points)

1. Copying a Circle (3 points)

a. Score 3 for a completely round, closed figure.
b. Score 2 for a curved figure which must be approxi-

mately round, and closed.
c. Score 1 for a curved figure which must be approxi-

mately round and at 'east 3/4 closed.
d. Score 0 for any figure not meeting the above criteria.

2. Copying a Square (3 points)
a. Score 3 for a right-angled figure which is as long

as it is wide, and the lines must not be broken.
The right angles may be formed by lines that inter-
sect slightly, but must not be rounded or made by
drawing a corner, so that the figure has ears.

b. Score 2 for a right-angled figure which is not more
than half as long as it is wide, and the lines must
not be broken, but may be bowed slightly. The right
angles may be formed by lines that intersect, but must
not be rounded.

c. Score 1 for a right-angled figure which is not more
than half as long as it is wide, the lines must not be
broken but may be bowed or uneven. The right angle may
be formed by lines that intersect, but must not be rounded.

d. Score 0 for any figure not meeting the above criteria.

3. Copying a Diamond (3 points)
a. Score 3 for a figure with four well-defined angles

that is more diamond-shaped than square or kite-
shaped. The pairs of angles must be approximately
opposite, and all the lines meet to make an enclosed
figure.

b. Score 2 for a figure with four well-defined angles, that
is diamond-shaped, the pairs of angles are approximately
opposite, but the lines may be bowed or irregular.

c. Score 1 for a figure with four well-defined angles, that
is a diamond-shaped, the pairs of angles are approximately
opposite, but the lines may be bowed and the lines or the
figure may not be completely closed.
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d. Score 0 for a figure which is too square
shaped, where the shape is irregular, where
the corners are rounded, where angles are not
opposite each other, where sides are unequal,
or which is kite-shaped.

8. Human Figure Drawing (Maximum 20 points)

1. Head
a. Score 2

There is a head, its general shape is oval and
a vertical position.

b. Score 1
There is a head, but it does not resemble an
oval in vertical position. May be irregular shape.

c. Score 0
No head is indicated.

2. Hair
a. Score 2

Hair is shown on head and is neatly drawn even
if not shaded.

b. Score 1
Hair is not drawn neatly and may be crude

c. Score 0
No hair is indicated.

3. Eyes
a. Score 2

There are two eyes (one if face is in profile) and
each eye has either eyebrows, lashes or pupils.

b. Score 1
There are two eyes (one if face is in profile) but
no eyelashes, eyebrows or pupils. Give.] point to
dots or any other crude representation.

c. Score 0
Only one eye is indicated (in a full-face drawing), or
there are no eyes, or there are more than two.

4. Nose
a. Score 2

There is a nose and it is shown in two dimensions.
b. Score 1

There is a nose shown in either one or two
dimensions. Give 1 point to a dot or any crude
representations of a nose.

c. Score 0
No nose is indicated.

5. Mouth
a. Score 2

There is a mouth, and 1 or 2 lips are clearly
indicated.

b. Score 1
There is a mouth, but lips are not shown.

c. Score 0
No mouth is indicated, or there is only a dot where
the mouth should be.
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6. Neck
a. Score 2

There is a neck, indicated by two vertical
lines, and its outline is continuous with
that of the head or trunk, or both.

b. Score 1
There is a neck shown by either one or two
lines, but it is not continuous with either
the head or the trunk.

c. Score 0
No neck is indicated.

7. Trunk
a. Score 2

There is a trunk and its length is clearly
greater than its width. When the trunk is
clearly indicated by a single vertical line
distinct from two legs, give 2 points.

b. Score 1
There is a trunk but its length is not clearly
greater than its width. If there is no
differentiation made between the head and the
trunk, give 1 point to the trunk if the facial
features occupy the upper half.

c. Score 0
No trunk is indicated.

8. Arms and Hands
a. Score 2

There are two arms and two hands. Hands may
may be indicated in any manner. Credit 2 points
even if fingers come directly from the end of the
arm.

b. There are two arms, but no hands, or only one is
indicated.

c. Score 0
Only one arm is indicated or there are no arms or
there are more than two.

9. Attachment of Arms
a. Score 2

Two shoulders and arms are clearly indicated (one
of each if figure is in profile): the arms are two-
dimensional and are attached at appropriate places.

b. Score 1
Arms, but no shoulders are indicated; the arms (or .

arm, in a profile drawing) are attached to the upper
part of the trunk at approximately the correct body
position.

c. Score 0
The attachment of both arms does not meet the above
criteria.

10. Legs and Feet
a. Score 2

There are two legs and two feet. Feet may be indicated
in any manner such as: stick legs, if toes are attached
directly to legs, or if legs are hidden, but feet or shoes
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are indicated.
b. There are two legs, but no feet (or only one)

indicated.
c. Score 0

Only one leg is indicated (unless the figure is
in profile), or there are no legs, or there are
more than two.
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INTRODUCTION

The commitment of the National Right to Read Effort
is to enable every Amerioansehool child to become a literate
citizen. Yet despite the anticipation with which children
enter sohool, eager to learn to read, despite the efforts
of sohool systems, administrators, and teachers, many children,
p4rtioularly those from lower socio-economic levels, fail
to learn. Failure begins early. N"any are already retarded
in reading in the first two grades.

The United States Office of Education submits the following
statistics:

---One out of every four students nationwide has significant
reading deficiencies.

---In large city school systems up to half of the students
read below expectation.

---There are more than three million illiterates in
our adult population.

---About half of the unemployed youth, ages 16-21, are
functionally illiterate.

---Three-quarters of the juvenile offenders in New York City
are two or more years retarded in reading.

---In a recent U. S. Armed Forces Program called Project
100,000, 68.2 percent of the young men fell lolow
Grade Seven in reading and academic ability.

Research which has attempted to explore the reading
Process, has been undertaken in several disciplines. One
finds research reported in the journals of psychology, linguistics,
physiology, neurology, and education. However 4 "the pieces
are yet to be completed and brought together."4 Reports in '

the research are often inadequate and contradictory.

The White House Conference on Children observed:

In the absence of hard knowledge, fads and easy solutions
in reading have often gained swift acceptance, but they
have generally disappeared just as quickly. ....Truly
adequate teaching of reading demands a foundation of 3
research which we are only now beginning to assemble."

1
James E. Allen, Jr., "The Right to ReadTarget for the

'70s," Journal of Reading, XIII (November, 1969), 96.

2White House Conference on Children, 1970, The Right to Read.
Washington, D. C.: U. S. Government Printing Office, p. 2,

3lbid., p. 3.
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It is generally aecepted that the factor which is
critical to learning, is mastery of the production. and._
comprehension of spoken language. Much of the literature
proposes that by the age of five (the usual time for school
entry), most children approach adult competence in spoken
language.

Throughout b literature concerned with reading instruction
from Huey in 1921 to Ruddell in 19704 one finds discussion
that reading is, in effect, a progression from the spoken
language of the child to the translation of written symbols
back into spoken language. Stauffer is representative of
current thinking:

By the time children are of school age, the overwhelming
majority of them have oral language facility sufficient
to provide the foundations for reading instruction. In
addition, they have had enough "experience" to prgvide
the foundations for reading instruction purposes.'

The inadequate reading performance observed among many
American school children has led to a growing concern that
the language, which the children who fail to learn spontaneously
acquire, is a major barrier to the mastery of reading. The
excessive reading failure reported for disadvantaged populations
has led many reasearchers to hypothesize that the disadvantaged
child has not mastered language, that is the language of the
school, although he does have a functioning language system.
It is contended that this linguistically different system
of ghetto English interferes with the acquisition of reading
skills when the instructional materials and methods of teaching
reading employ standard English syntactic patterns.

Cazden presented two explanations, which are currently
proposed, of the school language problems of lower-class children.

1Edmund Burke Huey, The Psychology and Pedagogy of Readies
(New York: The Yacmillan Company, 1921).

2 Robert B. Ruddell, "Language Acquisition and the Redding
Process," Theoretical Models and Processes of Reading, eds.
Harry Singer and Robert B. Ruddell (Newark, Delaware:
International Reading Association, 1970), pp. 1-19.

3
Russell G. Stauffer, "Certain Psychological Aspects of

Children's Learning tq road," The Readinv. Teacher, XXII
(April, 1969), 634-640.

al
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The "deficit hypothesis" takes the position that these children
have acquired less language than middle-class children. The
"difference hypothesis" maintains that lower-class children
have acquired language, but that that "dialect of English is
so different in struotureal (grammatical) features that
communication in,school, both oral and written, is seriously
impaired by that fact alone."

Williams discussed the educational strategies proposed
by proponents of the two theories. Those who support the.
"deficit hypothesis" focus remediation efforts upon the
child and his unreadiness for school. Those who support
the "difference hypothesis" accuse the school of unreadiness
to educate these children.4

Educators, searching for the causes and possible remediation
of the reading failure of disadvantaged children have assumed
that the child's language has a direct influence on reading
achievement. The "deficit" theorists contend that disadvantaged
children, linguistically deprived, need special instruction
in the language of the school before they can successfully
be taught to read. The "difference" theorists propose that
disadvantaged children will learn to read faster and more
effectively if they are taught to read from materials written
in their own dialect.

One cannot assume, without substantiation, that the child
who is disadvantaged is either deficient (that is, that he
does not respond adequately to language) or different (that is,
that he employs primarily nonstandard English syntactic patterns
in his spoken language).

Although there is a dearth of definitive research exploring
the language-reading relationship and researchers have repeatedly
called for more and in depth investigation, school systems
have instituted changes in reading instruction, a good many
of which have met with failure. This is not only wasteful,
but may have contributed to the frustration experienced by
children with learning problems.

In order to determine instructional strategy the teacher

1Courtney B. Cazden, "The Neglected Sit
Language Research and Education," langtlaDa_
Frederick Williams (Chicago, Ill.: P,arkham
1971), p. 81.

2
Frederick Williams, "Some Preliminaries and Prospects,"

LanLua.ue and Poverty, ed. Frederick Williams (Chicago, M.:
rarkham Publishing Company, 1971), pp. 1-9.

uation in Child
and Poverty, ed.
Publishing Company,
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of reading should be competent in the evaluation of a child's
linguistic ability and capacity, for the mastery of learning
at a particular level is dependent upon a proper match between
the developmental level of the learner and the task which he
encounters. The instruments currently employed in the evaluation
of a child's linguistic ability are not adequate measures of
the variables which are presented as the causes of reading
failure. In addition, the findings of current research
raise questions cone rnin acce ted truisms and these findings
gwould be implemented in the construction of a new nstrument
which would evaluate theinguistic a ty of chi ren entering
school, in order to prevent reading failure.

The following assumptions made in the literature are
subjeet to question:

Firstly, it is generally accepted, but it is questionable,
that the child of five, at sdhool entry, has a functioning
language system which approaches adult competency. Chomsky
writes:

We find that the grammar of a child of five differs
in a number of significant respects from adult grammar,
and that the gradual disappearance of these discrepancies
can be traced as children exhibit increased knowledge
over the next four or five years of their development.

Chomsky found that a number of grammatical structures
which are present in adult grammar were absent.from the language
of children until about age 10, when the child's grammar
approached adult competence. Some children did not achieve
this level at all.

Linguistic development, rather than chronological age
(the criterion for school entry) appears to be related to
reading ability. Chomsky reported "...a valid relation between
reading exposure and linguistic stages exists." The more
mature the linguistic development of the child, the greater the
potential for reading achievement. Children of the same age
gave evidence of different levels of linguistic development.

1Carol Chomsky, The Acquisition of Syntax in Children
From 5 to 10 Cambridge, Mass.: The M. I. T. Press, 1903, p. 1.

2Carol Chomsky, "Stages in Language Development and
Reading Exposure," . R.arxaglIgILcgSional_Bpview, XXXXII
1972), 25.
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Fryburg reports similar findings in a study undertaken with
disadvantaget children.'

Secondly, it is assumed, but it is questionable whether
the reading process merely involves the translation of the
printed symbols back into speech. Carol' wrote:

wspeaking'and underatandihg the language is not an
absolute prerequisite for beginning to learn to reads,
there are oases on record of children who learn to
read before they can speak, and qf course many deaf
children learn the language only through learning to
read.'

There are differences between the acquisition of
language and the process of learning to read. .We have yet
to explore, the ways in which. knowledge of spoken language
interacts with learning to read. We have yet to determine
what kinds and amount of competence are necessary and desirable
before the child undertakes any given task irilparning to
read.

Thirdly, it is currently accepted, but remains to be
demonstrated that the language of the disadvantaged child
is deficient and/or different and has a direct. relationship
to the excessive reading failure ob ?erved among disadvantaged
children. Chomsky, in her study with middle-class children,
found that there were middle-class children who matured
linguistically at differential rates, some of whom might
have been classified as deficient.' It ha yet to be
demonstrated that there is a greater percetage of deficient
and/or different children among disadvantaged populations.

Fryburg found that 78% of the disadvantaged chilren
she studied demonstrated linguistic ability, and these children
did achieve in reading, while 225 of the children classified
as deficient did not achieve in reading. Among the proficient
children those Who employed standard English syntactic patt2rns
indicated the greatest gains in reading achievement. Furth'r
research to investigate the relationship between syntactic
-patterns and reading achievement should be undertaken.

'Estelle L. Fryburg, "The Relations Among English Syntax,
rethods of Instruction, and Reading Achievement of First.Grade
Disadvantaged Black Children," (unpublished Doctor's dissertation,
NeN York University, 1971).

?John B. Carro11,11The Nature of the Reading Process,"
Theoretic.al Nodels and -Processes of Reading, eds. Marry Singer
and Robert B. Ruddell cRewark, Delaware: International
Reading Association, 1970), p. 298.

1 3Carol Chomsky, The Aceuisition of Syptax in Children
Prom to 10 (Cambridge, rass.: T4e r. I. T. Press, 1969).
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Throughout the lrfiTrature o e various disciplines
which have attempted to explore the lanllage-reading relationship,
there is a call for further researches, /2% Right to Read
has recommended that research shouldff6trus on the following
ar6asi

Mg,
Investigation of the r ?ading process: identification
of its biolagical, linguistic, and behavibral components,
and evaluation of their interaction .

The relationship of reading to language and language
development from infancy to maturity. .

Reading disabilities and related lanoage problems

Diagnostic methods. to detect and prevent reading difficulties

It id the pmepose of this study to develop a series of
tests designed to /(evaluate a childls reoeptivuand expressive
language ability. The test would be suitable'fbr administraticnt.
scoring and interpretation in the schools. Since all.keginning
school instruction is dependent upon the child's ability to
derive meaning from and respoDd to the oral_lenguage of the
teacher, his linguistic capae:Ity is a critiidal variable
initial academic achievement. The ability of the instrument
to predict reading achievement would be explored.

This proposed exploration into the reading process has
widespread implicationy

It will add to our present knowledge concerning the
language development of children.

It will explore the relationship of language development
to readrhg achievement through the beginning years of school.

It Allexplore and provide a description of the language-
reading relationship observed among middle-class and lower-class
children of normal intVlectual development and children of
retarded intellectual Tevelopment.

Primarily, it is anticipated that this test may prove
to be an effective diagnostic procedure which can be employed
to detect and prevent reading difficulties.

If effective instruction in reading is to be provided in
American sehoolei it is critical that instructional procedures
be based upon understanding of the characteristics and knowledge

1White Youse Conference on Children, 1970, The Right to Road
(Washington, D. C.: U.,S. Government Printing Office, 19r/6Y; pp. 6-7

1
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the learner brings with him, at the beginning of his schooling.
It is anticipated that the instrument which would be developed
from this proposed study would shed some light on the questions
researchers now ask, and add to the findings of current
research.



PURPOSE,. PROBLEV AND WECTIVES

1. To develop a group of tests designed to evaluate
alchild's receptive and expressive language ability which
would be suitable, for administration, scoring and interpretation
in the schools.

2. To employ the instrument as a measure for predicting
reading achievement.

The Problem

General Statement of the Problem

What is the relationship between the language
development and the reading achievement of children?

Specific Problems

1. Will children at different stages of language
development indicate differential reading achievement?

2. Will children who demonstrate ability primarily
in standard English indicate greater reading achievement
than children who demonstrate ability in both standard
and nonstandard English, or than children who demonstrate
ability primarily in nonstandard English?

3. Is there a relationship between socio-economic
status and language development?

4. Is there a relationship between sex and languae
development?

Objectives

. It is hypothesized that:

1. The reading achievement scores of children
will indicate a significant positive relationship to
the stage of language development the child evidences
as measured by the linguistic diagnostic instrument
developed in this study.

2. Children who demonstrate ability primarily in
standard English syntactic patterns will indicate the
highest scores in reading achievement. Children who
demonstrate ability in both standard and nonstandard
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English will demonstrate the next highest scores, while
children who demonstrate ability in nonstandard English
will demonstrate the lowest scores in reading achievement
of the group of able children.

3. there will be no statistically significant differences
in language development between children of lower-class
status and children of middle-class status.

4. There will be no statistically significant differences
in language development between boys and girls.

Theoretical Rationale

The theoretical rationale for this investigation of the
relationship between a child's language development and the
acquisition of reading skills is derived from the research
presented in the disciplines of psychology, linguistics,
neurology, physiology and education, Representative viewpoints
follows

psycholou.

The psychologist proposes thate

Human society rests on man's capacity to use words. It
is his use of language that makes possible the communication
of meaning and the sharing of experience. These factors,
in turn, enable him to establish an enduring society
characterized by a distinctive culture. Language for the
individteal is clearlf the substance of his phenomenal
world. He thinks, feels and understands by means of, and
within the limits imposed on him by,,the content and
structure of the language he speaks.4

In order to adapt to and manipulate his environment, it
is contended that an individual must have mastered language.
Church writes that, ".central to the individual's grasp
of reality is the use of language and symbols."2

1Harold Proshansky and Bernard Seidenberg, Basic Studies
in Social Psychology. (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston,

p. 235.

2Joseph Church, Language and the Discovery of Reality.
(New Yorks Random House), 1965, p. 3.
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It is contended that it is through language that the
individual is capable of thought. Church adds:

Through language one can manipulate the child's behavior,
one can shape his objective and subjective reality, and
one can, in time, induct him into a purely symbolic realm
of past and future, of remote places, of ideal relation-
ships, of hypothetical events, of imaginative literature,
of values, ...and of alternative systems of symbolization
such as mathematicS.'

Jensen2 supports the psychblogists who propose that the
chief agent of intellectual development is language or verbal
behavior. He notes, however, that verbal behavior between
social classes indicates greater differences than those of
pronunciation or the use or avoidance of slang. The child's
early linguistic development, he states, is affected by the
social class differences.. In the low socio-economic environment,
there is less verbal plan and verbal interaction than there
is in a middle-class environment. The spoken langliage of the
lower classes, Jensen postulates as does Bernstein' is not
as readily adapted to subtleties and abstractions.

The child's acquisition of language has been studied by
many researchers. Ruddell presents the theoretical aspects
of language acquisitiona

1. Language is acquired through elaborate association
and mediational learning processes.

2. Language develops as latent structures are triggered
physiologically and influenced by the model language. available
.ot the child."'

1Joseph Church, Language and the Discovery of Reality.
New York: (Random House, 1965), p. 95.

2Arthur R. Jensen, "Social Class and Verbal Learning,"
aft20a12110 of Larmia0AThOShILADILITAPtruottont" ed,
John P. Dececco. New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc.,
1967), pp. 103-117.

3Basi1 Bernstein, "A Sociolinguistic Approach to Social-
izationt With Some Reference to Educability," Language and
Poverty, ed. Frederick Williams (Chicago, Markham Publishing
Company, 1971), pp. 25-61.

'Robert B. Ruddell, "Language Acquisition and the Reading
Process," Theoretic 1 Models and Processes of_Readtng, eds.
Robert B. Ruddel and Harry Singer Newar Delaware: International
Reading Association, 1970), p. 1.
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The linguist, Noam Chomsky, postulates that there is an
innate structure within the individual which is rich enough to
bridge the differenoe between experience and knowledge which
an individual may have. This innate capacity is the quality
which permits the individual to gpneratp an infinite number
of sentences and, with equal facility to understand an infinite
number of sentences and the messages they oonvey

Although the linguistic community in which the child lives
influences the child's language development, he is not a phono-
graph, merely duplicating the sounds perceived in his immediate
environment. Reed and Sawyer observe*

Language is more an intellectual than an ."environmental" n
or "physiological" component of the process of reading....'

Of the factors which comprise language, it is the syntax
of the sentence which conveys meaning. Lennenberg explains*

...meaning is intimately related to syntax, because the
meaning of the sentence is never equivalent to an unordered
summation of the reference to words contained in the
sentence.3

Brown and Bellugi studied the development of English
syntax in children from the ages of 18 to 36 months. They
found that the child's imitation of the mother's speech preserved
the word order of her model sentences and they suggested that
this preservation of order indleated that the child processed
the sentences as a total construction rather than as a list of
words. As the child matured they noted a progressive differentiation
in the usage of words and of syntactic classes.'

1Noam Chomsky, Languaze and riind. (New York: Harcourt,
Brace and World, 1968).

2
David Reed and Jesse 0. Sawyer, "Linguistic Considerations

in Reading Disability," L. gu fe and Readin an TnterdisciPlinary
Approach," ed. Doris V. Gunderson Washington, D. C.: Center for
Applied Linguistics, 1970), p. 177.

3Eric Lenneberg.. piologIcal Foundations of Language.
New York: John Wiley and Son, 1967.

'Roger Brown and Ursula Bellugi, "Three Processes in the
Child's Acquisition of Syntax," Language and Learning, eds.
Janet A. Emig, James T. Fleming and Helen 14. Popp (New Yorks
Harcourt, Brace and World, Inc., 1966), pp. 3-24.
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Linguistic maturity, it is generally asserted, may be
evaluateh by the maturity the child evidences in syntactic
development. It is hypothesized that syntactic development

is related to academic achievement.

Eduopstion

Worley and Story1 report the findings of Loban, Ladd,
Hildreth, and Strickland who concluded that competence in
reading and writing depends to a large extent upon the child's
competence in oral language, and that the best measure of
maturity in a child's language is his ability to expand and
elaborate sentences.

3
9igurelp2 , Deutsch.0 Goodman, and Smith, all assert that

the child whose oral language differs from the instructional
language of the school will experience alienation and difficulty
in learning to read.

Martin explored the relations among oral language, reading
readiness and reading achievement in first grade children. He
concluded that "the relationship of the oral language which
was used by children to achieve reading readiness at the beginning
and reading6aohievement at the end of first grade was virtually
negligible.'

1Stinson E. Worley and William E. Story, "Socioeconomic
Status and Language Facility of Beginning First Graders," The
Reading Teacher, XX (February, 1967), 400-403.

2J. Allen Figurel, "Language Patterns of the. Disadvantaged
Beginning Reader," BABAingAncl_aaliam, ed. J. Allen Figurel
(Newark, Delawares International Reading Association, 1969),
pp. 160 -166,

'Kenneth S. Goodman, "Dialect Barriers to Reading Comprehensior
T hind B1 ok Ch ldr n to Read, ed. Joan C. Baratz and Roger
W, Shuy Washington, D. C., Center for Applied Linguistics, 1969),
pp. 14-28.

3
Martin Deutsch

Process," uoation
(New York: Teachers
iv. 163-179

5K. J. Smith and H. V. TrubY, "Dialectal Variance Interferes
with,Reading Instruction," Beading and Realism, ed. J. Allen
Figurel (Newark, Delaware: International Reading Association,
1969), pp. 166-171.

6Clyde Martin, "Developmental Interrelationships Among
Language Variables in Children of the First Grade," Elementary
Enzligh, XXXII (March, 1955), 171.

, "The Disadvantaged Child and the LearningWLPAPI020AMirla ed. A. H. Passow
College Bureau of Publications, 1963),
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Although it is oontended that a child must be a linguiscally
matu individual according to an elaborated (typical of the
middlo-class) node in order to aohieve in school, the findings..
of eduoational researchers who investigated the relationship
of the child's language to school aohiovement are obviously
contradictory.

The theoretical rationale for this study is derived from
the research of several disoipliness psychologists who propose
that an individual's use of language and symbols is critical
to his ability to manipulate his environment! linguists i who
hypothesize that an individual has an innate capacity to generate
and understand an infinite number of sentences and educators
who assert that competenoe in reading and writing depends to
a large extent on oral language competence.

Soolo-economic status and linguistic maturity appear to
be related to linguistic competence and aoademio achievement.
It is therefore hypothesized that a diagnosis of the child's
linguistic competence at the beginning of his school career
will discriminate the individual who is a potential learning
disability.



RELATED LITERATURE

bleitoating Children's OralLageadm

The early research into children's languagt reports that
the expgrimenters qr stenographftrs (e.g. Piaget, Brown and
Bellugi4. McCarthy}, and Fisher') wrote down the extemporaneous
speeoh of the children they observed. This procedure was, in
itself, a source of error. Articulation tests (e.g. Templin5),
morphologioal forms assigned to nonsense materials (e.g. Berko6),
extemporaneous language samples in response toOrealla or a
standardized interview (e.g. McCarthy, .Labov lobah7

1Jean Piaget, The.L.An u :nd Thou ht of the
(London, Routledge and Kagan, Paul, Ltd., 1959

2Roer Brown and Ursula Bellugi, "Three Processes in the
Child's Acquisition of Syntax," Lan u e and Learnin , eds.
Janet A. Emig, James T. Fleming, and Helen M. Popp New York'
Harcourt, Brace and World, Ino., 1966), pp. 3-24.

DoroThea McCarthy, TiLeLanentofthe
Pr, eschool Child (Minneapolis, Minn.: The University of
Minnesota Press, 1930).

4
Mary Shattuck Fisher, Lanmage Patterns of Preschool

Children (New York: Teachers College, 1936).

5Wldred C. Templin, Certain Lan:ua e Skills in Children
(Minntapolis, Minn.: The University of M nnesota Press, 1957).

6
Joan Berko, "The Child's Learning of English Morphology,"

Word, XIV (1958), 150-177.

?Dorothea McCarthy, op. cit.

8William Labov, Paul Cohen, Clarence Robbins and John
Lewis, "A Study of the Nonstandard English of Negro and Puerto
Rican Speakers in New York City." New York: Columbia University,
1968. (Mimeographed.)

9Walter Loban, The Lanvua e of Elementar School Children.
Research Report No. 1 Champaign, Nat onal Council of
Teachers of English, 1963).
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of these procedures adequately measures the child's ability
to use and oompreheillbpeech.. The language wmples collected
by using these procedures may be biased by such variables as
the personality of the child, rapport with the examiner or
the interview situation.

The experiments, in their research reports, often wrote
of their dissatisfaction with the techniques they employed in

gathering their data. Templin suggested that further study
was necessary in the development and exploration .of teohniques
used to study language,.

Loban2 employed a standardized interview in order to
elicit extemporaneous language, and supplemented his oral
language data with data from standardized tests. The technique
for the evaluation of the subject's oral language, he felt was
inadequate. He wrote that counting words alone was a crude
measure beaeuase it did not reveal anything about the relation-
ship of ideas. It was Loban's opinion that the traditional
grammatical divisions of sentences did not seem to correspond
to the actuality of oral language where utterances may be only
phrases or single words.

WoCarthy3 observed her subjects and recorded fifty con-
seontive responses exactly as they sounded to the experimenter.
There were times, she reported, when the mother of the child
had to interpret for the experimenter. She found this to be
an inadequate technique. She wrote:

In observing children for a definite length of
time, very few data were obtained from some quiet, shy
subjects, while a tremendous amount was obtained from
the talkative ones. It seems that it is better to compare
equal samplings of children's language responses recorded
in similar circumstanceq, even though the situation may
not be exactly natural,-)

Fisher had a stenographer record both the spontaneous
and elicited responses of nursery school children. She noted

1Mildred C. Templin, op. oft.

2
Loban, op. cit.

3VoCarthy, op. cite, p. 24.
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O'Donnell, et. al.
1

Bougere
2

, and Thomas3 ), samples of written
language (e.g6 Loban4 O'Donnell, et. al.5), and-word cietiOh
(e.g. Peisach ) were the techniques used in the study ,74! ohildren's
language. The most frequently used method has been the standard-
ized testof vocabulary andbg intellAgenoe (e.gi,,Bereiter od
Engislmanni, Schwartz, et. Loban7, Templin ", Bougere",
and others). Some of the studies employed a-oogibination of
the techniques listed.

The analysJa of the data involved counting the number of .

words, the average length of the sentence, the syntactic patterning
of extemporaneously produced language, the syntactic patterning
of written samples, or scores on the standardized tests. None

1Roy O. O'Donnell, William J. Griffin and Raymond C. Norris,
SyntAx-of Kindem to d Elementar ohool Child ent

Anal s, Research Report No. Cha pa gn, Ill.:
National Council of Teachers of English, 1967),

2Marguerite Bondy Bougere, "Seleoted Factors in Oral Language
Related to First-Grade Reading Achievement," Readi,ng Research
Quarterly, V (Fall, 1969), 31 -58.

3Dominio
Vocabulary of
Urban Areas,"
1963.

Li.

R. Thomas, "Oral Language Sentence Structure and
Kindergarten Children Living in Low Socio-eoonomio
Unpublished Doctor's dissertation, Wayne University,

Walter Loban, TheL.:utary. ohool culinma
Research Report No. 1 -(ChaMPai,111,iWatgnional Council of
Teachers of-Englisht 1963).-

750'Donnell, et. al., op. pit.
.

6Estelle Cherry Peisach, "Children's Comprehension of
Teacher and Peer Speech," Child Development, XXX (June, 1965),
46?-48o,

? Carl Bereiter'and Siegfried Engelmann, Teaching .Disadvantaged..
Children in the Pra chool.(Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-
Hall, Inc., 9 10061

8So1 Schwartz, Synthia P. Duetsoh and Ann Weissmand,
"Language Development in Two Groups of Socially Disadvantaged
Young Children," WahalAgla41E&Darta, XXI (1967), 169-178,

. 9Loban, op. pit.

3:Ptoildred 06 TemPlint C rtgln_lanAllagalLUISMIinma
(Minneapolis, Minn.! -Tht.Un versity df 'Minnesota Press, 195?),

Bougere, op. cit.
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that the greatest wOuroe of error occurred
Fisher hypothesized that the language unit
is the sentence, for as she noted,

Each culture has developed standardized patterns of
speech which have become a part of the sooial behavior
of its people. Whatever may be true of casual Conversation,
it is hardly to be questioned that the complete and skillful
expression' which is the highest development of language
generally implied-oompletenebs of grammatical construction.
It seems reasonable, therefore, to consider increased
control over the sentence one indioation of increased
control over language...at has...the advantage of objectivity.

Fisher used the setonoe as the unit of analysis for the
evaluation of anohild's AangUage development for she reasoned
that by the age of six, normal children have acquired all the
ordinary apeeoh patterns used by the adults around them.

in the transcription.
which must be studied

Fisher's work dates bank to 1934 and is supported by
Ruddell in 1970. He wrote that "...the ohild's ability to
comprehtend material4whether written or spoken would seem to
be a funotion.of his ability tg see the relationships between
k0 elements of the sentence."4

In order to evaluate the linguistic developmeht of Children,
advantaged and disadvantaged, it is necessary to emi4oy an
instrument which will tap the mating that exists in the dialectal
variations within the Five language. For. example, the Black
English speaker who says, "He go, 'and the standard English
speaker who says, "He goes," have no difficulty understanding
each other. If as some researchers have claimed, the'ohild's
language is dependent upon the early stimulation of his environment,
then the child whose environment is one where Blaok English is
used, may, 4e linguistically mature, but in the syntactic patterns
of Black English rather than a standard` English syntactic pattern.

The technique which holdstgreat promise fbr the evaluation
of a child's linguistic maturity and measures the metslUmAarried

1Fisher, op. cit., p. 2.

2
Ruddell, op. oit,, p. 9.
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in syntaotio patterns is the sentence repetition test. Tape
recording the language sample controls for the source of error
found in-:Studiect where speech was written down by the experimenter
or a stenographer.

Laura L. Lee at Northwestern University has developed a
sentence repetition test which is designed to measure the
receptive and expressive use ofsyntactio,forms. It is
employed to "isolate those children between three. and eight
years of age who are sufficiently delayed in syntactic develop-
ment to warrant further study," 1 The Northwestern Syntex
Screening Test, however, utilizes only standard English sentence '
patterns.

4Menyuk employed a .sentence repetition test in her study
of the perception of language by children. She correlated
the findings of the sentence repetition test with samples of
extemporaneous language. Menyule wrote that if the utterance
exceeded the memory span of the subject there would be certain
omis6ions and substitutions. If however, modifications occurred,
onehight assume that the modifications were due to the manner
in which the utterance was understood and regenerated by the
Listener. V.enyuk concludes thati

Por the most part, children's repr,duction of structures
is limited by the rules that have been described to he
in their grammar, since they often produce sentences with
the structural descriptions found in their productions
rather than thoee in the sentences given. In this sense,
structural descritpions of the utterances they produce
seem to be gn accurate representation of their grammatical
competence.4

Labov, working with disadvantaged black youngsters in
Harlem, New York, also employed a sentenoe repetition technique
for the collection of language samples in addition to tape recorded
samples of extemporaneous language elicited during interview
situations. The sentence repetition test he employed utilized
only standard English syntaotie patterns.'

Baratz and Stewart at The Center for Applied Linguistics
developed.a sentence repetition test which presents both standard
English syntaotic patterns and Black English syntactic patterns
in parallel sentences. 'We test is the Education Study Center
Dialeot Proficiency Test.

10,

17

Laura Lee, No t w -to
Northwestern Univers ty, 19 9

ntax Sorebning Test (toiterivr4as0,1

2pAula VxmiiikicalatiatimisLkild U o RoPqaroh Manelvaph
52.'(Cathbridgei- Mass411-fThe-W, -1're-ge) 1969)f

"Joan-0, ilaratzto4OhinOioaLfing-inari'VA)hri-Noge&V)hdbl
-,Systten,°- 2p °An lack ildronto: 'ad ode. Jow0.:tarati

arl-A(?ger W6 Olaii:ContOtjOrAliPliOd tinge! 1969)1,
VOY (Wash
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Baratz's subjects performed in the same manner reported
by tienyuk. When oon.?ronted with a sentence stimulus whioh
was outside of their primary syntactic code, they "translated"
(Menyuk used the term "oorreoted"), the sentence to their own
syntaotio code while Maintaining the meaning of the sentende.0

Labov, when administering the sentence rePetition test
to be used in his study, noted the "translation" from standard
English to Black English syntaotio pOkerns.among his black
subjects:- He felt that the ohildrenfunderstood standard English

hand translate it inot equivalent nonstandard forms. ,

,Other investigators have noted the automatic "translatiOn"
of tlaok English speaking,children. Ruddell noted that when
a Child read the sentenoe, "He will go," as "He go," he was
consistently trans/ating the.sentenoe.into his own dialeot.
He stated that this did not represent an error in reading in
terms of the child's dialect andi'that !'the child's consistent
performance may. thus be interpreted that he possesses a high
,degree of competence in theosame manner as the speaker of

crstandard .English." Eoroy, and WardhatIgh', also testify
to the translation of standard English into Black English by
Plaek subjects.

A sentenoi repetition test which presents sentence patterns
in both standard and flack English holds promise as an instrument
whioh willAftable researchers and teachers to evaluate the
language 45flity of children iWtorms of language moving, an
unexplored area in research dealing with the language of .

disadvantaged blaok children.

To summarize, Linguistic development, rather than ohronclogical
age appears to be related to aoademio achievement. The more
mature the linguistic development of the child, the greater)liq
potential for academic achievement.

There is a critical need for an instrument which can be
employed to evaluate the child's linguistic development, and
which, will be valid for the evaluation of both standard English
spec ohil4ren and nonstandard'bIglish speaking Zhildren.
The, entenoe repetition test presents flab possibility for the
wroation of this kind of instrument.

1Rud oil, op. cit.,

2 Donald H. Ecroyd,
hPBagallE...TABAhgto XXl

3 1 ARObkiu Warahaught
Reading To ehe- j==xxr

p, 8;

"Negro Children and the Language Art8,"
(April, 1960, 624-629.

"Lib uistios-.--Reading -Dialogue,"
nary, -1968) is 432441*
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CurrewLy.rapxlsaelgjerformed on Problem-Hmothaaa%

An instrument which will evaluate the language development

0 of children and which will test both standard and nonstandard
English syntactic patterns has been created.

The instrument has been pilot-tested Ilith children in the

kindergarten, first and second grades. The children were of

lower sooio-economic and of middle-class backgrounds, Boys

and gias were included in the sampling. In addition, the
instrument was employed in a learning disabilities clinic at'

a university. Again, children were of mixed socio- economic
background, boys and girls of different age levels were sampled.

In regular classes in the public school, the instrument
discriminated between Children who gave evidence of :earning
disability and children who Were progressing in normal patterns.

At the learning disabilities clinic, the instrument was able

to indicate spacifio areas of weaknes6. When teaohingWas
directed to strengthen thesb areas, progress was evidenced.'

Relationship of the Probl m to S ecial Eduo lion Practice

The literature indi ates that speOial education ohildren
show the Same kind of learning curve that is evidenced by
normal children. From this it haS been generally Accepted
that basic principles applied to the teaching of normal children
can be applied to children with learning disabilitieS, HoWeVer,
information about learning patterns of special education
children is meager. OurcUrrent laoK or information may in
large part be due to current evaluative procedures.

It is proposed that the development of a'grouP of:lests
designed to evaluate the child's OfteptiVe and expressive
language ability will aid in the early disoriminatiOn of
learning dinabilitieS and that the taskSwhieh the child
cannot performwill serve to direct instruction.

ThesprAple.

100 children in kindergarten, -50 lower socio-- economic
0 dde-clSs

100 ohildren in first grade
5 mil a50

lower socio-economic
50 Middle-olass

100 children in second grade 50 lower socio- economic
50 middle-class

300 special education children
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Tnstruments nnd

The enclosed test will be employed.

The enolosed test will be administered to each child
individually. Standardized reading test scores will be Collected.

p. Ang,lkses, Planned

Conte t The items that have been included in
the test are S milar to materials children in the first three-H
gradeS encounter. They test for the ability to understand and
to follow directions which frequently appear in curricular
materials.

The auditory perception of language and the syntaotie
screening present the differences between' standard and nonstandard
English;

on. tract ValislItzt A..- Pearson - product Moment Coeffieient'
of gorrolat on will be cemputed between:the BoOM Test of
Basic Concepts and A Test of Cognition.

BeliabillAys The Kuder-Richardson Formula O will be applied.

The reading achievement scores of children,will indloate !
a significant positive relationship to the stage of langpage
development the Child evidences as measured by )(lest of Cognition;

DataADAlYsise A Pearson-Product Moment Coefficient of
Correlation will be computed between the raw scores of A
Test of Cognition and the raw scores of the standardized
reading tests administered in the schools as part of the usual
evaluative procedure.

ti {, aethesis Two'

Children who demonstrate ability primarily in standard
English syntactic patterns will indicate the highest scores
in reading achievement. Children who demonstrate ability in
both standard and nonstandard English will demonstrate the
next highest scores while children who demonstrate ability
in nonstandard English will demonstrate the lowest scores in
reading achievement in the group of able children.

C
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DA11--.filYlia I

The analysis of variance will be applied to the data
It is anticipated that significant differences will be
demonstrated.

Ilxnothemis Three,

There will be no statifttically significant differences
in language development betWeen children of lower-class status
and children of middle -class status.

DA:41:41aXsisi

The analysis' of varianoe will be applied'to the data.
It is anticipated that signIfioant differences will net be
demonstrated:

othesi Fou

There will a no statistically significant differences
in language deve opment between boys and girls.

etaa.ly0i

The analysis of variance will be applied to the data.
It is antioipated that significant differences will not be
demonstrated.

rInPotLkalelaniered in Developing This Study

pew problems have been encountered. As a result of the
pilot study, several items were changed. However, the study
has generally progressed smoothly.

Plans far i 1 lent tion
The test is beln4 implemented at the present time in '

special education projects in an urban sehool system for the
evaluation of children who cannot be tested with standardized
instruments. Data for these children will be available at
the end of June, 1973.

The test will be employed with children in normal classes
during May ,1973 and June, 1973. Standardized reading test
scores will be collected at that time and the statistical
procedures which have. been outlined will be implemented.
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